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Bepress Webinar, May 02, 2013
PRESS/LIBRARY = PARTNERS ON CAMPUS
OFFERING PUBLISHING SERVICES ACROSS A SPECTRUM OF NEEDS and CREATING 
SYNERGY BENEFICIAL FOR THE UNIVERSITY AND OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Purdue University Press Purdue Libraries Scholarly Publishing Services
INTRODUCING PUP/SPS

















PARTNERS IN ENGAGEMENT 









































AFTER: DISCOVERABLE ONLINE . . . AND IN PRINT
INCREASING ACCESS = TRANSITIONING ONLINE 
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WORKING WITH ARCHIVES/SPECIAL 
COLLECTIONS
CONSISTENT PROTOCOLS FOR 



















































PURDUE DAY @ THE INDIANA STATE FAIR 2012
COMMUNICATING IMPACT: HAVING A PRESENCE 
PURDUE ROAD SCHOOL 2013
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COMMUNICATING IMPACT 
DEMONSTRATING IMPACT VIA “VISUALS”














INTERLINKING REPOSITORY SERVICES FOR JTRP
THE BROADER PICTURE


























































































































































































































































Tweeting on published reports: New steps to be added to workflows
COMMUNICATING IMPACT: TWITTER 
LESSONS LEARNED
STRATEGIES FOR 
STARTING PARTNERSHIPS
& ENGAGEMENT
LESSONS LEARNED
• Identify the needs of your constituents
• Identify why and how  your constituents use the 
repository to convey impact to their stakeholders
• Metrics are Magic
• Institutional Repositories can still have a 
physical presence
THANK YOU
Dave Scherer
dscherer@purdue.edu
Tel: 765.494.8511
@PurdueLibraries
@JTRP1937
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